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Mains of Taymouth Cottages and Castle Gardens
Luxury, award winning "classic contemporary" self-catering cottages
in spectacular Highland Perthshire.
Stunning steading conversions and award winning new houses sleeping 2-10,
all with designer interiors, many with en suite facilities, wood burning stoves,
saunas and hot tubs. Weekend, mid-week and weekly lets throughout the year.
Our own Kenmore Golf Course and The Courtyard bar, restaurant,
delicatessen and gift shop on your doorstep.
Mains of Taymouth, Kenmore, Aberfeldy
T: 01887 830 226 E: info@taymouth.co.uk
Website:www.taymouth.co.uk and www.taymouthcottages.co.uk

by Aberfeldy
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Membership Report
We are pleased to welcome the following new members to the Menzies Clan Society.
There continues to be a steady growth in new members which is very pleasing. If
members wish to contact each other, they may do so through the membership secretary
Mr Roddy Menzies see page 4 for contact details. New members applying please
kindly state whether you wish to keep your address details private on the application
form or if you are happy to have these distributed, printed or available to other members.

New Members since August 2007 - August 2008
SCOTLAND
Mr A R Menzies/family (A)
Mr N C Menzies/family (A)
Mr Eoghann Menzies (A)
Mr Niall Menzies (A)

CANADA
Mr Keir Menzies (L)
Mrs Magnolia K Menzies (L)
Mr Stephen Menzies (L)
NEW ZEALAND
The following people have joined as
annual members and there is also a
new membership under
Collegiate membership:
Mr Michael A Cairns
Mrs Linda H Rudez
Mrs Nevenka M Menzies
Mr Dene L Menzies
Mrs Catherine D Menzies
Mr Raymond J Menzies
Mrs Robyn A Randell
Mr John Watson

ENGLAND
Mrs P Kilner (A)
Mr C W R Menzies (L)
Mr F Menzies (L)
Mr & Mrs R Menzies (JL)
Ms Lillian Dewar
AUSTRALIA
Miss J Menzies (A)
Mrs Hazel Coleman (L)
USA
Mr Wayne R Menzies (L)

Menzies College, Wyndham, nr
Invercargill

(L) = Life membership
(A) = Annual membership

Membership amendment In the December 2007 magazine, under new members
USA, Mrs Lelia Dibson was incorrectly noted - the member’s name should have
read Mrs Lelia Dodson.
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MENZIES CLAN SOCIETY
HEREDITARY CHIEF
The Menzies of Menzies
HON PRESIDENT
Mr Ian C Menzies
PRESIDENT
Mrs Audrey C Menzies Paton
VICE PRESIDENTS
Dr A D Dewar MBE
The Hon Lord Menzies
Mr James Menzies Thornton MBE
HON SECRETARY (Acting)
Mr Alastair Menzies
HON MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY
Mr Roddy Menzies
HON TREASURER
Mr Luke Menzies
MAGAZINE EDITOR
Mrs Elizabeth Adeney
HON CHAPLAIN
The Rev Colin Renwick
MEMBERS OF COUNCIL
Ms Elizabeth Adeney (2003/06)
Mrs Pamela Hall-Jones (2004/07)
Mr Stuart Menzies (2007)
Mr Alastair Menzies (2008)
Mr Kevin Donoghue (2008)

Mr Gordon Menzies Brown(2003/06)
Mr Roderick Menzies (2007)
Mr James Menzies Clow (2008)
Mr Rory Menzies (2008)
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OVERSEAS REPRESENTATIVES
USA Dr Dav id Mathewes
mathewes@charter.net
AUST RALIA - Mr Robert Menzies of Menzies
rob@swat.net.au
NEW ZEALAND - Mr Robert G Menzies
robmenz@ihug.co.nz
CANADA - Mr Jamie Mennie
j-me@primus.ca
WEBMAST ER
Mr James Menzies Clow
menziesweb@googlemail.com
CASTLE ADMINISTRATOR
Mr John Jack, Castle Menzies, Weem, Aberfeldy, PH15 2JD Tel: 01887 820982
mailto: john.jack59@yahoo.co.uk
Web site: www.menzies.org
T HE MENZIES CHARITABLE T RUST
The Countess of Lev en and Melv ille (Chief ’s Representativ e)
Mrs Audrey C Menzies Paton (Chairman)
Mr Neil G F Menzies (Secretary)
Mr Luke Menzies (Treasurer)
Mr George M Menzies (Legal Representative)
Mr Ian C Menzies
Mr Robert H Menzies
Advertising in the Menzies Clan Magazine The Advertising Co-ordinator Neil S
Menzies from Cheshire wishes to thank all advertisers for kindly contributing and
supporting the Clan Menzies Magazine. Your support is very much appreciated. The
magazine is continuously being improved and readership is increasing with new
members joining the Society. We are also fortunate in having the help of Alistair Barr
of Camserney, by Aberfeldy, to cope with the layout and printing.
Magazine Advertising Rates
Sizes
Full Page (A5 size)
Half Page
One-third Page
Quarter Page
One-eighth Page

Black/White.
£90
£50
£40
£30
£20

Colour
£150
£90
£75
£50
£35

Printers Details: Scot Active, Aberfeldy, PH15 2ZX - abarr@onetel.com
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Queen Victoria enjoys Perthshire, 11th September 1844
On their second visit to Scotland, Victoria and Albert arrived by boat at Dundee on their way
to Blair Atholl. They stayed for three weeks and from all accounts it seems to have been a
very happy visit.
Queen Victoria was an enthusiastic traveller and records in some detail her recollections of
the journey.
“The country from here to Coupar Angus is very well cultivated, and you see hills in the
distance. The harvest is only now being got in, but is very good; and everything much
greener than in England. Nothing could be quieter than our journey, and the scenery is so
beautiful! It is very different from England; all the houses built of stone; the people so
different - sandy hair, high cheek bones; children with long shaggy hair and bare legs and
feet; little boys in kilts. Near Dunkeld and also as you get more into the Highlands, there are
prettier faces. Those jackets that the girls wear are so pretty; all the men and women as well
as the children look very healthy. Coupar Angus is a small place - a village - fourteen miles
from Dundee. There you enter Perthshire. We crossed the river Isla which made me think of
my poor little dog ‘Isla’. For about five or six miles we went along a very pretty but rough
cross-road with the Grampians in the distance. We saw Birnam Wood and Sir W Stewart’s
place in that fine valley on the opposite side of the river. All along such splendid scenery,
and Albert enjoyed it so much - rejoicing in the beauties of nature, the sight of mountains,
and the pure air.
The peeps of Dunkeld, with the river Tay deep in the bottom, and the view of the bridge and
cathedral, surrounded by high wooded hills, as you approached it, were lovely in the extreme.
We got out at an inn (which was small but very clean) at Dunkeld, and stopped to let Vicky
(her daughter) have some broth. Such a charming view from the window. Vicky stood and
bowed to the people out of the window.”
Contributed by Elspeth Finley, Menzies Clan Society Member

This Poem was kindly contributed by Rory Menzies
from Aberdeenshire and Florida
Let not the timid hearted in fear and trembling say:
“ If Scotsmen leave their country then Scotland must decay”
For if her sons and daughters wax strong in younger lands,
Then Scotland does not perish - her heritage expands.
Her greatness and her glory lie not in rocks or soil,
But in stout hearts that struggle, in willing hands that toil.
And so through all the ages let this be ever true:
Wherever there are Scotsmen, there shall be Scotland too.
Wallace Nelson
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Report to AGM of Menzies Clan Society,
Castle Menzies, August 2008
It is with pleasure that I am able to be here today to give you a rundown on what we are up
to in New Zealand.
You have no idea what an honour it was for us to welcome President Audrey to our 5th
Menzies Clan Gathering in Omarama at Easter. Also Les and Jean Thornton swelling our
ranks again.
Our host Ray Menzies and his niece Judy Garvey, looked after us all so well. We had 170
registrations, most staying under the same roof and what a happy and boisterous family we
were! Over the years we have has Menzies from Denmark, England, Scotland, Nova
Scotia, USA, Tasmania and Australia. We love them all and especially love seeing them
coming back.
It was a real family Gathering, lots of children and a very fine sports afternoon for both
children and adults! Dinner on Saturday night, haggis, ceilidh and dancing.
Buses took us to the areas where the early Menzies settlers farmed – the Hakataramea – real
back country places plonk in the middle of the South Island. Funnily enough, almost bounding the station on which our Menzies Granny was brought up!
We visited the local burial ground – again, away in the middle of no-where. Our church
service on Sunday morn took us to the lovely little church, which we filled to capacity. We
always sing “Hills of the North Rejoice” – it brings us together, North South, East and West.
Denis Menzies of Blenheim, has put out an incredible book “Menzies, My Clan”, a collection covering the first generations of early Menzies settlers in N.Z.. He is to be congratulated and he has gifted a copy to the Castle library. Should you find mistakes in his writing
he is pleased to hear from you.
Now we have an open invitation to you! As many of you as can come, to our 6th Gathering
in the Antipodes, to be held in Hastings, Hawks Bay, in the North Island, our host Bill
Buddo. Planning is well under way and I have some leaflet temptations to give to you. Bill
is a descendent of Dr J.A.R. Menzies, from Dunalastair, who was an early settler in the far
South and became the first Provincial Superintendant of Southland. He tamed 32,000 acres
of rabbit-infested bush!
This Gathering will be held at Easter, 2010. Menzies are still coming out of the woodwork !
Pamela Hall-Jones
Council Member from New Zealand
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Menzies Clan Gathering Easter 2010
In Hastings, Hawkes Bay, New Zealand
Friday 2nd (Evening Reception) to Sunday 4th April 2010 (Kirk & Lunch)
The Gathering is invited to Lindisfarne College, in Hastings. Lindisfarne is the annual host
of the Hastings Highland Games, which will be held on the same weekend. Therefore,
besides the Menzies Clan Gathering, a multitude of entertainments will be available on your
doorstep. This includes Highland Dancing, Pipe Bands, and Highland Sports.
The College will cook for us and good accommodation will be available in the College
grounds along with meals and hosting for the Menzies Clan Events and dinner, or if wished
one can stay in the several nearby motels which are a very short walk away.
Hawkes Bay makes a wonderful holiday spot, with many local wineries, beaches, gannets,
golf courses, trips and tours, trout fishing rivers as well as Art Deco and city entertainments.
Hastings also has a good restaurant (Glen Etive) that specialises in excellent Whisky and a
very good Haggis every evening. Hawkes Bay has everything to make you feel comfortable,
come and enjoy it.
For a memorable weekend, make a note in your diary now and start planning.
Please register your interest to Bill Buddo, email buddo@xtra.co.nz
all questions and travel arrangements received with pleasure.
The nearest airport is Napier, Taxis, shuttles and rental cars are all available from it.
We look forward to seeing you at Easter 2010 in Hastings, New Zealand.
Till then,
Bill Buddo. (William Menzies Buddo)
MOB: 021.431.821 (Int +64.21.431.821)
Home Fax: 06.874.8833 (Int +64.6.874.8833)
Office Tel: 06.876.1111.
Office Fax: 06.878.9900.
Post: 409 Heretaunga St E, Hastings 4122, New Zealand.
Situated on the east coast of New Zealand’s North Island, Hawke’s Bay is an idyllic lifestyle
destination. It’s a region of contrasts - think mountains and rivers, vineyards and orchards,
coastal hideaways and lush rolling farmland, plus a pleasing mix of tiny townships and two
vibrant cities.
The landscapes of Hawke’s Bay begin with the high, forested Ruahine and Kawkeka Ranges.
From the mountains the land sweeps down towards the coast, flattening out to become the
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Heretaunga Plains. A number of wide rivers, excellent for fishing, run swiftly to meet the
blue Pacific Ocean and glorious beaches which stretch from Mahia in the north to Porangahau
in the south. Hawkes Bay has a nationwide reputation for long sunshine hours, and dubbed
the “Fruit Bowl”of New Zealand. Hastings inhabitants regularly buy fresh-from-the-field
fruits and vegetables, eat locally made cheeses and artisan breads, savour seafood straight
from the boat, enjoy handmade chocolates and ice-cream, prime quality meats, and drink
award winning wines and beers… worldwide it has a reputation for gold medal award
winning wines, fine winery restaurants with first class chefs serving up the finest gourmet
lunches and dinners. It’s one of New Zealand’s top orchard growers and meat-producing
regions. Nowadays grapes, olives, avocadoes, lavender, gourmet vegetables and herbs flourish
as well on this productive patchwork.
Hastings City is a vibrant centre set against an elegant backdrop of Spanish Mission-style
architecture. There’s also a huge range of recreational and leisure activities to do but no
visitor should miss Hastings’ classic landmarks: Rush Munro’s old-fashioned ice cream garden; the spectacular view from Te Mata Peak; the Spanish Mission architecture of Hastings’
city; and the weekly Sunday morning ritual at the Farmer’s Market showcasing locallygrown produce and quality specialist foods. There’s affordable fun at many of the city’s
parks and swimming pools, notably Splash Planet - a water wonderland of excitement especially for kids set within 6.5ha of beautiful parkland. Havelock North offers traditional
village charm with cafes and boutique shops. The surrounding Te Mata area abounds with
vineyards, olive groves, restaurants, an award winning cheese centre and sticky honey factory. Visitors can skydive or paraglide off the Peak, relax on a golden beach or fish the
renowned Tukituki; go jet boating and white water rafting on Hawke’s Bay rivers; or for the
really energetic tramp the Kaweka and Ruahine Ranges.
There’s safe bike riding on the nearly completed figure eight Rotary pathway that incorporates some of Hawke’s Bay’s best scenery or many bush walks under DOC’s protection - the
highlight being the world’s largest mainland gannet colony at Cape Kidnappers.
If you’re a thrill seeker, we provide for you too. Paraglide from the top of Te Mata Peak, take
an early morning balloon ride, jet skiing, surfing, caving, mountain biking… all of this and
more.
Hawkes Bay Wines: Hawke’s Bay and the Hastings District is at the forefront of the New
Zealand wine industry, exploring new varieties, producing a stunning array of world class
wines and extending the New Zealand wine experience. Tasting them where they are crafted
is very special. Innovative winemakers craft fine wines that cover the full range of tastes.
Red wine production is pre-dominantly centered on Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon together with Cabernet Franc, Syrah, Pinot Noir and Malbec. Chardonnay and Sauvignon
Blanc are the main white varietals and these are complemented by Semillon, Riesling,
Gerwurztraminer and Pinot Gris.
Food Trail: No matter what time of the year you visit, Hastings offers a range of produce
second to none. Ripened with ample sunshine, you’ll discover quality and flavour that will
re-awaken your taste buds. Autumn brings an abundance of apples, pears, avocados and
nuts. If you want to return to a time when you can buy fresh food the old-fashioned way 9

direct from the produce, you should visit the Hawke’s Bay Farmers Market on a Sunday
Morning at the Hawke’s Bay Show Grounds. Wander at leisure, enjoy the sites and sounds,
people watch and discover the tastes of our region from specialty cheeses, breads, ice-cream,
chocolates, meat products, seasonal fresh fruits, vegetables and seafood - it’s all there.
Art and Culture: There’s a wealth of culture in the Hastings district. It supports an opera
company that produces world class operas in what’s been dubbed ‘the best little opera house
in the Southern Hemisphere’. It’s the hub of Hastings theatre culture and the best example of
the charming Spanish Mission architecture. The Hawke’s Bay Exhibition Centre and the
outdoor ‘art gallery’ and street performance venue in Hastings City sees someone ‘really
good’ performing on the purpose built stage most weekends.
Hastings has a long-established arts community of amateur drama groups, choirs, a comedy
company plus nationally-recognized artists, craftspeople and designers - all matched by a
boom in Maori art. It’s home to the internationally-lauded Kahurangi Dance Theatre and Te
Wananga o Aotearoa’s School of Maori Visual Culture, Toimairangi. Hastings’ 20-year-old
sister city friendship with Guilin in China is just one aspect of the multi cultural flavour of
the province. A walk around the Osmantis Gardens is a must do for visitors seeking an Asian
experience. Our community is made up from so many nationalities and these regular appear
in local celebrations - ensuring that their cultures remain very much alive while shaping the
face of our community. If it’s a rare rainy day in the bay, there’s always retail therapy under
cover in Hastings City and Havelock North. If you’re in Havelock North leave the dedicated
shoppers to the boutiques and enjoy the cosy comfort of a fireside drink at an Irish pub, a
latte at a coffee roasters or take in some art at one of the numerous galleries.
Hawkes Bay Beaches: Mahia Peninsula in Northern Hawke’s Bay is a mecca for fishermen,
surfers and divers. Ocean Beach and Waimarama Mahia Peninsula in Northern Hawke’s
Bay is a mecca for fishermen, surfers and divers. Ocean Beach and Waimarama are only a
short 20-30 minute journey from Hastings past the trout laden Tukituki River and nearby
wineries. The two beaches are long with golden sand and are popular for surfing and boogie
boarding. Waimarama has many kiwi baches (some available to rent), a shop with petrol and
a boat ramp. Between Napier and Hastings are the seaside villages of Haumoana and Te
Awanga, which have a great local art scene. They are the gateway to Cape Kidnappers and
are popular with surfers when large easterly swells move into the Bay. North of Napier is
Waipatiki and Tangoio Beaches. Waipatiki has a camping ground and there are several bush
and coastal walks in the area.
History - Art Deco Napier - Napier was redesigned in the Art Deco style after the devastating Hawke’s Bay earthquake in 1931. Nowhere else can you see such a variety and concentration of buildings in Art Deco style. The unique style reflects the influence of Frank Lloyd
Wright and the Chicago School in the buildings of local architect Louis Hay with some
incorporating Maori culture in their motifs and features.
Hastings Art Deco - Like Napier, Hastings was severely damaged in the 1931 earthquake
with many buildings flattened. Afterwards architects and city planners went about rebuilding
in a Spanish Mission theme with a mix of Art Deco. The Spanish Mission style came from
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California, USA where Spanish missionaries had created an indigenous, adobe version of
their native Spanish architecture (baroque or renaissance) and in the 1920s and 1930s this
style spread to New World countries like Australia and New Zealand. Some fine examples of
this architecture include the Methodist Church, which was the only church constructed in
Hawke’s Bay after the earthquake in a contemporary style. The jewel in Hastings architectural crown is the Westerman’s building, opposite the Hastings Clock Tower in the inner city.
It is Spanish Mission from its renaissance phase with rich wall classical details
Accommodation: Relax in luxury retreats, romantic cottages, elegant country houses and
hotels, superior motels, urban apartments and self-contained houses, camping grounds and
holiday parks, farm-stays and hosted accommodation.
For a memorable family reunion… golden sand beaches, lakes fringed by green willows to
picnic under, scenic walks through richly diverse and beautiful countryside, to learn about
the 1931 Hawke’s Bay earthquake, to have your children play all day in a water theme park
and a range of affordable accommodation…Hawkes Bay is the place.

New Zealand Clan Gathering At Omarama – Easter 2008
Barbara Menzies wrote of her impressions of this Gathering:
“ Easter Friday. In the mid nineteenth and twentieth centuries as Menzies settlers , in
family groups, as couples, or alone, travelled by ships to New Zealand , so on Easter 2008
, many of their descendents met in high-country Omarama, Otago, for their fifth Biennial
Clan Menzies Gathering. In some ways we resembled a ship-bound community though on
a more gentle journey – a voyage of discovery, mingling of ages, experiences and interests,
shared isolation- morning mists, sunshine, starry skies, moonlight, and surrounded not by a
green sea but by snow-tussocked hills and formerly greeted at a Menzies Clan supper.
“ Saturday, the morning began with an excursion to the hydro-electric dams along the
Waikato river, then to a Menzies country cemetery and an upland farm homestead in the
Hakataramea valley. In the afternoon: either golf or sports on the ‘foredeck’ - well on the
broad lawns in front of the Countrytime Hotel - sports such as sheaf-tossing, a sack-race, a
tug-of-war, teams of children, bunches of Rowan tree berries in wee hands, treasure-hunting
and intent on the next event on their list, rushing
around corners, up and down stairs, back to the
‘foredeck’. Then, the formal Clan dinner – a
packed dining-hall, awards given, speeches made,
laughter and excited conversation- to a skirl of
pipes, a swirl of kilts as the Haggis was piped in,
a spirited Burns’ address “ To a Haggis”, and a
portion for each reveller, with neaps and tatties.
We dined and wined, we talked and danced for
the Ceilidh, children took turns on the pianola, a
group of men watched rugby, people chatted by
the fireplace, the band played and played to the
late hours.
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“ Sunday ; the morning brought the ‘Kirkingof-the-Tartans’ in the light-filled Omarama
church, a joyous service, and Easter eggs. After
a barbequed lunch, we again boarded buses for
an afternoon journey – to the Ahuriri Downs,
Benmore Station, and Lake Benmore, back in
history to the foundation of great stations,
information and anecdotes of pioneer lives,
defined by surviving buildings, bare hills, the
dust trails behind the buses, and finally across
Lake Ohau and above the Ben Ohau Range, by
the sparkling snow of Mt. Cook / Aoraki in the
Southern Alps.
Throughout
the weekend
C l a n
Members
studied family trees and old photographs, listened and
discussed. One lasting impression is the desire for more
details about their own
New Zealand forebears, another of the generosity in sharing
knowledge and in the attention given to stories of other
families, fingers tracing relationships, likenesses printed out
in sepia photographs, questions asked and answered, delight
and sorrow openly expressed.
Above all is the impression of enquiring minds, of
enthusiasm and humour, and of an individual and collective
vitality among old and young which augers well for
the future of the Menzies Clan in New Zealand “.
Judy Garvey, the Gathering organiser and her willing
helpers, are to be very much congratulated on
advertising, arranging, and completing a most
successful 2008 Clan Menzies Gathering event in
the highlands of the South Island, New Zealand with
a record attendance of 138. Quite an achievement
appreciated by all attending including Audrey, our
Clan Society President !
A hearty welcome is extended to you all for the 2010
Easter Gathering in Hastings, North Island.
SM/GM
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Walk to Weem Rock
On the Friday of the Clan Weekend about 20 Clan members enjoyed a very interesting walk
up Weem Rock, ably guided by local resident and historian Claire Thomas. Weem (or Uamh)
means cave in Gaelic and the rock is best known for its legend surrounding the cave and St
David’s Well. Weem Rock was also developed by the Menzies’in the 19th C as an ornamental
woodland.
Our ascent took us first to the location of the now blocked cave where Claire related the
legend which hints at a physical connection with Loch Glassie. Nearby we were able to look
out across the valley and Aberfeldy; Claire pointing out that the course of the Tay was deliberately moved by the Menzies Clan to provide better fields on the north side. This apparently
resulted in court cases in the 18th/19th C! The accompanying photograph shows the view
from this spot.
From there we walked up to St Davids well which according to tradition has a large stone
cross and wooden oratory built by St Cuthbert in the mid 7th C. Legend also has it that Sir
David de Meyners, (8th baron, 1377 – 1449) retired to the well as a hermit in disgust with the
world. Descending the rock we
encountered a cottage with hanging
lum and were
given some interesting insights into
the development
of St David’s
Church of Scotland and its association with the
Clan Menzies as
well as the
Menzies mausoleum which dates
from 1235. Walking past the Weem
hotel which was
used as General
Wade’s base during the construction of the Tay Bridge in Aberfeldy, we stopped at the original entrance to the Castle which was the site of the Weem militia riots in 1797 and finished in
Claire’s garden which houses the former Weem Curling pond mentioned in various Menzies
maps and documents.
This very informative event will be repeated or perhaps slightly varied at the Gathering in
2009 and a small donation was made to the Highland Perthshire Communities Land Trust,
owners of Dun Coillich; the first community land purchase in the Perthshire Highlands and
incidentally a former part of the Menzies estate
Contributed by Tom Stone who organised the Walk
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New Council Members' Profiles
Kevin Donoghue - Born the 12th February 1968 in Geneva,
Switzerland. Educated at Swiss, British and American International
High schools in Geneva, Lausanne and Zurich respectively and subsequently moved to the UK in 1986.
Kevin worked as a sailing and powerboat instructor and in other fields
before joining the Royal Air Force (RAF) as an Aircraftsman in 1990.
He left the RAF in 1993, joined and continued serving with the Royal
AuxiliaryAir Force (RAuxAF) whilst working in Security, Sales, the
Civil Service and Insurance until 2001.
Hobbies and interests are numerous and include outdoor pursuits, travelling, history and
motorbikes. Kevin’s priorities are his family and Border Terrier.
His skills are many and varied which is why he has decided to stand as Council Member
“without portfolio”. This will enable him to see where his skills can be made to work to the
best advantage of the council.
Kevin’s Clan connection is through his mother; Claire Mengis, of the Swiss Menzies.

Rory Menzies - Rory was born in 1942 and raised in Edinburgh.
Educated at George Watsons College. Married to Lisa for 42 years
and with 3 grown up children and 3 grandchildren.
He started his working life as an engineer in the manufacture of heavy
power generation equipment in Edinburgh and served as the President of the Danish Scottish Society in Edinburgh and later as the
President of the Confederation of Scandinavian Societies of Great
Britain and Ireland.
For the past 30 years Rory has been a senior manager in the manufacture of oil and gas well equipment for an American Company in Aberdeen and for four
years in Tulsa, Oklahoma where he was Vice-President of Craftsmanship 2000, an Apprenticeship organisation he co-founded.
His oil field equipment work necessitated extensive travel in North America, Russia, India,
Continental Europe, Middle East and Asia Pacific.
Now retired, Rory and Lisa split the year between his home in Aberdeenshire from May to
October and later in St.Augustine, Florida. Hobbies include wood turning, DIY, reading
and travel. Rory is the son of Bente and Willie Menzies who patricipated in the
restoration of the castle for a decade after its acquisition. During part of
the 1960’s and 1970’s, Rory’s father was the Clan Society Treasurer. Rory looks forward to
carrying on the work his parents began.

James Menzies Clow - James was born in Glasgow in 1973. With brief periods in
Dundee and the United States he has lived and worked mostly in the Glasgow area. After
completing a degree in History he did a MSc conversion to Computer Science. He currently
works for a local government department in Glasgow and deals mainly with the support of
Unix servers and associated applications.James has a long association with the Clan Society
having attended his first Clan Gathering at the age of 7, and has participated at all subsequent
14

gathering apart from two. He is the son of Iain Menzies Clow. His brother, Simon Menzies
Clow, was a former Council members and in the past participated in the clearing out of the
rubble from the Victorian Wing before the real renovation began amongst other Castle
restoration projects. More recently James has been responsible for the website overhaul and
the continuing development of it. Currently he is trying to implement a completely online
joining facility and the ability to pay for Membership and Gathering events online.

Alastair Menzies - Alastair grew up in Oban, Argyll, and now
lives near Banchory. After graduating in Computing at Glasgow University, his first job was with Ferranti as a computer programmer in
their Numerical Control division. He then worked on the staff of
Heriot Watt University as a research assistant, obtaining an MSc degree for a computer simulation project, and following a spell as a self
employed IT contractor in Holland, he rejoined the University as a
Computer Manager.
Alastair joined Shell International in 1985 and worked in various
Shell roles for 19 years, based in Aberdeen, but with frequent travel. Job titles included
Head of Infrastructure Planning and Head of IT for Northern Field Unit. Considerable experience was gained of managing major IT infrastructure projects, IT contracts and liaising
with computer vendors regarding introduction of new equipment.
Alastair took early retirement from Shell in 2003, and is now involved in property renovation and management (mainly in Edinburgh), IT consultancy, and genealogy. With his wife
Janice he has set up a genealogy research service called Blue Thistle Genealogy, which now
has clients in USA, Canada Australia and New Zealand.
Hobbies include hill walking, cycling, woodwork, photography, history and
genealogy.
Janice and Alastair have two children, who are both in their early thirties - Neil, a Petroleum
Engineer based in Thailand and Lyndsay, Managing Director of an Internet Marketing Company, based in Edinburgh.
Alastair looks forward to the work of the Council and contributing to the development of the
Clan Society website and genealogy facilities.

White Water Rafting
Free Spirits
Young and old test the White Water of the mighty
Tay River. Exhilarating and challenging – but with an
element of fun! From Aberfeldy to Grandtully,
wetsuits/changing provided. Meet at Grandtully reception 8 miles from Castle Menzies. Cost £30 per
person (10% discount for Clan Menzies) daily at 10am or 3pm on Sundays.
Reservations with Steve at 01887 840400 or email
steve@freespirits.freeserve.co.uk or Information at www.freeespirits-online.co.uk
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QUEST FOR
“THE SHIAN”
What happened to Menzies
of Shian after the ‘45?
Andrew Rose
For the Clan Menzies Magazine (No 16, December 1993), Bruce Menzies, a retired New
Zealand barrister, contributed a detailed history of Menzies of Shian and Glenquaich. Bruce
noted that other Menzies septs, such as Culdares, Durrisdeer, and Ptifoddels, had welldocumented histories, but that the Shian branch seemed to have been neglected.
In the course of his meticulous research, Bruce discovered that Archibald Menzies (c17001746), the last known chieftain, had been burned alive with some 30 other wounded Jacobites - at the notorious
Old Leanach barn, two days after the Battle of Culloden.
The chieftain died without issue. Bruce, having experienced
considerable difficulty in tracing the Shian branch beyond
1746, concluded that the branch, many of whose
representatives were of “above average intellect”, possessing
“probity…and depth of learning”, had not deserved “the oblivion into which [the Shian
line] has sunk”.1 [1]
In 1892, an Edinburgh advocate, Alexander John Pople (“A J P”) Menzies, claimed the right
to the Shian arms, as noted in Fairbairn’s Book of Crests of the Families of Great Britain &
Ireland. Though the entry appeared in several subsequent editions, it seems that A J P did not
pursue his claim at the Court of the Lord Lyon, where the Shian arms had last been matriculated
in 1672.
“The Last Shian? Sheriff AJP Menzies in 1914”
AJP Menzies had a distinguished legal career. Born in Balloch (Loch
Lomond) in 1863, he was educated at Inverness Royal Academy
and at Edinburgh University, where he shared an English essay prize
with J M Barrie, later to become famous as the author of Peter Pan.1 [2]
After further legal studies at London and Brussels, A J P was admitted
advocate in 1886 and for many years lived at 6 Great King Street,
Edinburgh. He was an acknowledged expert on the law of trusts and
had a large practice in workmen’s compensation cases. In 1914, he
was appointed Sheriff-Substitute (now Sheriff) for Caithness, Orkney
and Shetland and was awarded an OBE for wartime services,
apparently connected with secret naval operations at Scapa Flow. In the latter year, he
transferred his judicial duties to Stirling, Clackmannan and Dumbarton, retiring in 1934.
1[1]
1[2]

Clan Menzies Magazine 1993 ibid
see Scots Law Times 1914 p33 (28 February 1914)
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Sheriff Menzies married Elizabeth Bannerman Davidson in 1889. The marriage was childless
and “Bessie” died in 1938. During his lifetime, A J P liked to known as “the Shian” and was
deeply interested in the Jacobite involvement of this branch of the clan Menzies. A J P died
in April 1943, leaving a will providing for the care of “Spot”, his black and white dog. The
residue of his estate was left to his first cousin, Mrs Gilbert Wilkes, then living in British
Columbia.
This is where I come into the picture. Mrs Wilkes, née Elsy Menzies [1867-1947], was my
great-aunt. My paternal grandmother, née Grace Menzies [1868-1918], was (with the youngest
sister, Alexina-Christina (or “Ina”) [1870-1945]) one of three daughters of Alexander Menzies
[1832-1873], wholesale tea merchant of Aberdeen and Dundee. Alexander was born at
Tullichville, Dull, second son of Alexander Menzies [1805-1874], who occupied himself
variously as farmer, merchant, collector of customs, and Inspector of Poor, latterly living at
Tomnacroich, Fortingall.
Young Alexander’s mother died had shortly after his birth, leaving an elder brother, John
Menzies [1830-1895], who was “A J P”’s father. A large number of half-siblings resulted
from their father’s two re-marriages, including Robert Menzies JP [1837-1911], who farmed
Tirinie and Glengoulandie in Dull.
This background, though geographically promising, does not per se establish a credible
connection with the Shian line, though some significance may attach to a connection with
the original Clan Menzies Society, founded in 1892. Robert Menzies held office successively
as Treasurer and Vice-President. His brother John and nephewA J P were also early members.
In 1895, the egregious D P Menzies penned an affectionate obituary for John (a successful
hotelier in both Inverness and Banavie, near Fort William). Perhaps surprisingly in view of
D P Menzies’ notoriety for “embroidering” facts, his tribute to John Menzies seems to have
been fairly accurate.2 [3]
Robert Menzies may have been the source for a story which appears in the Red and White
Book.1 [4]While Shian lay dying in Old Leanach Barn, he is said to have given his powderhorn and water flask to “a nephew” (not identified), telling him to make good his escape.
Robert Menzies, described in the book as “another descendant”, presented both relics to the
Society, though they have subsequently been lost, perhaps in the sales held after Sir Neil
Menzies’ death in 1910.
D P Menzies’ account of Shian involvement in the ’45 refers to the chieftain incorrectly as
“Ian” (or “John”) Menzies of Shian, claiming that his son, Archibald, was executed at Carlisle.
In fact, Archibald Menzies was the son of Alexander Menzies of Shian (c1660-1714). 2 [5] D
P seems to have convinced himself, without justification, that the character Fergus Mac-Ivor
Vich Ian Vohr of Glennaquoich in Scott’s Waverley was based on the Shian chieftain.

D P Menzies The Menzies Clan Society (1896)
D P Menzies The Red and White Book of Menzies at p294
2[5]
see The Menzies Clan Magazine ibid, addendum to Bruce Menzies’ article
2[3]

1[4]
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Bruce Menzies gave a detailed account of the Shian pedigree in his 1993 article3 [6] and a
summary must suffice here. The Shian line began with William Menzies of Roro, second son
of Sir Robert Menzies (c1433-1523) and Margaret Lindsay of Edzell. William, who died
c1487, married Janet Campbell of Lawers, and was succeeded by William (II) of Shian (and
Glenquaich) [c1525-1591], married firstly to Margaret Murray in Pittentian, by whom he
had issue.
William (II) was succeeded by William (III) of Shian, also “portioner” (part proprietor) of
Pittentian, near Crieff. William (III) married Margaret Murray of Ochtertyre, had issue, and
died “of an Ague” at Wester Shian in 1592. His successor, William (IV) of Shian, was born
about 1565 and educated at Perth [Grammar] School and St Andrew’s University. A noted
Latin scholar, he was sent by his father in 1580 to study in France, but had to flee as a result
of the persecution of Huguenots.4 [7] William (IV), who became Minister of Kenmore, married
Margaret Stewart of Kinnaird before 1603. Margaret , who died “in childbed” on 1 February
1612, bore William (IV) nine children. He later married Elizabeth Douglas of Tantallon, by
whom he had a further three daughters. William (IV) died at Shian, aged 84, on 7 April 1649.
His second son, John Menzies in Frith, had issue, but this male line failed in William Menzies
in Broomhall, who died in 1724. The heirs of his third son, Robert in Aberfeldy [c1595-after
1658] are described here as “the Aberfeldy line” and would come to play important parts in
the tangled history of the Shians after 1698 (see below).

James Stobie’s Map of Perthshire 1783 showing the Glen Quaich area. You may be able to
make out the castle and chapel in ruins between W. Shien and E.Shien, with a magnifier.
Note the different spelling of Shian at that time.
The author has also used a pedigree, in his possession, prepared by Bruce Menzies
see National Archives of Scotland (NAS) GD306/20Memorial of the Menzies of Shian [c17381746] National Archives of Scotland (NAS)
3[6]
4[7]
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William (IV)’s eldest son, William (V) of Shian, also educated at St Andrew’s University
(MA 1615), became Minister of Killin before 1630, succeeding his father at Kenmore in
1636. He married Agnes Burden of Fiddal, by whom he had three children, his heir James
[c1630-1698] and two daughters, Grizel and Christian, who married Robert Murray in
Balnabroich. William (V) died on 23 July 1677.James Menzies of Shian married his cousin
Grizel, daughter of Robert Menzies in Aberfeldy supra, and, after her death, Helen Graham
of Gorthy. James, appears to have made over-generous provision for his second wife and
incurred further expense by building a castle at Wester Shian, with “sixteen fine rooms” 1 [8],
said to have been destroyed by Cumberland’s forces after the ‘45. James seems to have had
strong Jacobite sympathies and, in 1689 – after the so-called “Glorious Revolution” - the
Scottish Privy Council ordered him to raise sufficient money for “baill” (probably security
for good behaviour), failing which he would be fined 2000 merks. 2 [9] As an additional
misfortune, the Shian estate lost money as a consequence of James’ investment in the disastrous
Darien Scheme, an unsuccessful attempt to establish a trading colony in central America.
In 1698, James Menzies of Shian died without issue . Eight years earlier, he had executed a
settlement which, in effect, passed his settled estate to the heirs male of his niece, Janet
Murray (daughter of his sister Christian, noted above) and her husband, Alexander Menzies
in Buchantie [c1657-1714], who was a grandson of Robert Menzies in Aberfeldy supra.
Alexander was, however, the second son of Robert’s heir, John, who styled himself variously
as “in Weem” or “of Aberfeldy” (and who died before 1687), by Elspeth Menzies, who he
married in 1654. As will be seen later, their eldest son, Robert Menzies, wadsetter (mortgagor)
of Dalrawer, Boltachan, and other properties [c1658-c1723] had, arguably, the best claim to
be the true heir male to James Menzies of Shian. Nevertheless, his younger brother Alexander
Menzies assumed the title “of Shian” until his death in 1714. 3 [10]
After James’ death, a great deal of litigation had ensued, not least because James had executed
an ambiguously-worded settlement in favour of his second wife, whose brother, Alexander,
promptly claimed the estate. By around 1709, a legal settlement was reached in favour of
the young Archibald Menzies [1700-1746] (Alexander and Janet’s second son, the eldest James - having died). A second claim to the estate, this time by William Menzies of Tullimet,
descendant of a younger brother of Robert Menzies in Aberfeldy supra, was similarly
unfruitful. Such legal battles were common among in the early Eighteenth Century. Litigious
lairds, such as the Shians, were lampooned as having “a pickle (land), a mickle (debt), a
doocot (dovecote), and a lawsuit.”11 [11]
The Shian lands consisted, broadly speaking, of properties around Loch Freuchie in
Glenquaich, including Lynmore, Achnavade, Achnacloich, and Wester Shian, as well as
Pittentian near Crieff. The Shian’s fierce Jacobitism long outlived James Menzies of Shian.
NAS GD306/290/1/2 Letter to William Menzies, Advocate, from General David
Stewart of Garth [c1814]
2[9]
British Library: Records of the Privy Council of Scotland 1689 p200
3[10]
NAS CC7/6/2 Testament of Alexander Menzies of Shian, Dunkeld Commissary
11 [11]
Quoted in The Social Life of Scotland in the Eighteenth Century Henry Grey Graham
(A & C Black 1928) p30
1[8]
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Robert Menzies in Dalrawer [c1658-after 1723] was “out” in the cause of James VIII and III
in the ’15, as was his cousin Alexander Menzies of Garth. Garth narrowly escaped hanging,
drawing, and quartering in 1716, after condemnation in Westminster Hall and the extreme
privations of imprisonment in Newgate.12 [12] His estate was forfeited, however, and Alexander
was forced to settle at Woodend in Glenlyon.
Archibald Menzies of Shian married Margaret Burden of Fiddal [c1702-1794] in 1725.
Archibald, as had his grandfather had done, made a generous nuptial settlement, which,
together with his costly enthusiasm for the Jacobite cause, further burdened the estate. For
the last few years of his life, he lived at Farleyer, rather than at his Wester Shian castle. A
literate, rather romantic, figure,
Archibald contributed to the
so-called Liber Amicorum of
Lady Mary Menzies, now in
the archives at Castle Menzies.
With John Campbell of
Glenlyon, using the “fiery
cross” of the Jacobites, he
drummed up a contingent of
around 250 men to form Shian’s Regiment, which itself formed the 1st Battalion of the
Atholl Brigade.

Map of
the Battle
of
Culloden
showing
the Atholl
Brigade
as part of
the
Jacobite
Army.

see Royal Commission on Historical Manuscripts, 6th Report, Part One (1877)
pp686-689
12[12]
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Shian’s contribution to the Jacobite cause in 1745-46 is well documented. “Menzies, he’s
our friend and brother”, sang the footsoldiers and, as Lieutenant-Colonel, he served under
Lord George Murray at Falkirk and was a trusted emissary between Murray and the Prince,
as well as with other Jacobite commanders.13 [13] Just before Culloden, Shian firmly declared
himself against a night attack on Cumberland’s forces. “If we are to be killed,” he told
Murray, “let it be in plain day, when we can see how our neighbours behave.” 14 [14] The
Hanoverian government tried to prosecute Shian as an outlaw, a much-wanted “rebell”.
Government spies reported seeing him in command at Falkirk and Perth, wearing Highland
dress and sporting the White Cockade.15 [15]

The Highland attack on the Grenadier Company of Barrell’s King’s Own Royal Regiment”
by David Morier; painted in 1746 for the Duke of Cumberland, reputedly using members
of the regiment and highland prisoners as models.
In Perthshire, with Archibald safely dead, the Earl of Breadalbane seized his chance. This
branch of the Campbell family (distant kin to the Menzies) had long eyed the Shian estate,
advancing moneys on its security as long ago as 1712. After the catastrophe of the ’45,
Breadalbane began legal action to foreclose and, although a gallant rearguard action was
fought by Archibald’s two surviving sisters, the Court of Session decreed on 6 August 1772
that the Shian properties should pass to Breadalbane.
The Editor has divided this article into two parts. To find out the conclusion to “What happened
to the Shian line” the second part will be published in the 2009 magazine.

The Jacobite General Katherine Tomasson (William Blackwood 1958) p35 and
passim
13[13]

14[14]

ibid p214

15[15]

National Archives, Kew: TS20/101/26
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A VERY GOOD READ
When I purchased Calum’s Road by Roger
Hutchinson on the return journey from the West
Highlands as a birthday present for Bill Dewar, I
never thought it would become an exceptional read
for me. I was encouraged by the sales lady and
her persuasive recommendations to believe that
Bill might appreciate the endeavours of a road
maker and his uphill struggles with the authorities! Not once did the thought enter my head that
I would find the book so utterly enthralling and
historically interesting that I would not be able to
put it down once I had picked it up.
This is a narrative about a real person, called
Calum Macleod, by a contemporary journalist who
came to admire his subject in so many ways; his
wisdom, his power of words and pure physical strength, added to this was his dog hard
determination to create a road, of one and three quarter’s miles in length, between Brochel
and Arnish in the belief that this might reverse the trend towards depopulation of his beloved island community of Raasay. To everyone’s amazement he built his road taking between
10yrs and 15yrs (no one is quite sure which) with only a shovel, a pick, a wheelbarrow and
a road making manual costing three shillings.
The Islands of Raasay, Rona, Fladda and Eilean Tigh had a particular hard time with land
clearance and absentee landlords. No sooner had these problems been overcome when the
Scottish Education Department started to close down the local schools and force the children
to travel over 100 miles to board as lodgers with total strangers in Skye to attend school
there. This not only destroyed their close relationships with their parents and the islands, but
also brought them into contact with delinquency, drunkenness and other social ills.
Calum did his bit for the community in other ways too; he worked for many years as Crofter,
Postman and Boatman-in-charge of the Rona Lighthouse, turning out in all weathers. He
wrote repeatedly to the Newspapers pointing out the shortcomings of the local Council and
Government established boards. He taught himself Gaelic mainly picking it up through
speech and then wrote essays so that he won prestigious prizes from as far away as New
York.
Whilst reading this book I could not help noting a parallel between Calum’s community and
rural living today, when primary schools exist on statistics alone, the village shop has all but
disappeared, post offices are closing, and public houses can no longer survive as a drinking
place for locals to get together. Moreover, the governance of the countryside in it’s established
mode is disappearing with the merging of District Councils, (in some instances to form part
of an urban authority), and Parish Councils no longer having a significant relevance. The
elderly too are becoming more and more isolated as they fail to keep up with modern
technology and the internet which is fast becoming the main form of communication and the
link to cheaper living.
Contributed by Elizabeth Adeney
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The Wedding of Heather McMinn to Mark Margarian
The Wedding took place at Dundas Castle on the outskirts of Edinburgh on 29th June 2008
Heather McMinn is the daughter of Monty McMinn (Texas) and Margaret Han.
Bridegroom Mark Margarian of London. The new Mr and Mrs Margarian have set up house
in London with their dog “honey”

THE WEEM HOTEL
TRADITIONAL 18TH CENTURY INN. HIGHLAND HOSPITALITY AT IT’S VERY BEST. LOG FIRES, REAL
ALES, WIDE RANGE OF M ALTS AND GREAT FOOD USING LOCAL PRODUCE WHERE POSSIBLE.
11

INDIVIDUALLY FURNISHED EN SUITE ROOMS.

SMALL FUNCTIONS CATERED FOR - CONVENIENTLY
CASTLE M ENZIES

SITUATED AT THE EAST GATE ENTRANCE TO THE GROUNDS OF

Weem Hotel, Weem, by Aberfeldy, Perthshire, PH15 2LD
Tel: 01887 820381
www.weemhotel.com
enquiries@weemhotel.com

THE FLOWER SHOP
6 The Square, ABERFELDY, Perthshire PH15 2DD
Tel: 01887 820014
Web: www.theflowershoponline.info
email@theflowershoponline.info
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Menzies clan of Banchory 1787-2008
We are indebted to Annie and Margaret Menzies of Banchory (daughters of Arthur Menzies
my grandfather’s brother) who relentlessly researched the family tree before on-line resources
were available.
On 22nd November 1787 in the town of Kincardine O’Neil, a few miles up the River Dee
from Banchory William Menzies [my great, great, great, great grandfather], of Easter Beltie
and Wester Sluie Deeside, and his wife Isobel Hogg registered the birth of their son Alexander
Menzies. Alexander was the second born of five children – William (1786), Thomas (1789),
John (1790) and Robert (1796).
Alexander Menzies (1787-1851) [my great, great, great grandfather], a carpenter of Wester
Sluie, married Christina Bremner in Banchory Ternan on 9th July 1818 and she gave birth to
a son Alexander (photo) that year.

Great grandfather
Thomas Menzies (1856-1934)

Great, great grandfather
Alexander Menzies (1818-1903)

Alexander had two brothers, William and John, and four sisters, Catherine, Isabel, Jane and
Mary.
Alexander Menzies (1818-1903) [my great, great grandfather] a carpenter in Banchory
(photo), married Isabella Middleton on March 7th 1841. They had eight children James
Durrie, Alexander Tom, Christina Watson, William, John, Jane, Catherine and Thomas.
Thomas Menzies (1856-1934)[my great grandfather] a slater in Banchory (photo), married
Ann Taylor on the 29th July 1886. They had five children, Thomas, Alexander, Arthur Lewis,
James Durrie, and Annie.
Thomas Menzies (1888-1917) a postman in Banchory, married Elizabeth Carnie [daughter
of George Thomson, Udny] and they had one daughter Elizabeth Ross born on April 26th
1911. Thomas Menzies and his brother Alexander of the 5th battalion Gordon Highlanders
both died in France during the second WW. Thomas died on the 30 April 1917.
Arthur Lewis Menzies (1897-1961) from Banchory, married Margaret Low and had three
children Annie, Margaret and Arthur Menzies. Arthur Menzies (1932-) from Ballater married
Doreen Fraser and had two sons Arthur Menzies (1959-) who lives in Glassel and Neil
Menzies (1964-) who lives in Ballater.
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James Durrie Menzies (1891-1982)[my grandfather] a plumber in Banchory, returned from
WWII (photo), and after a few years married the widow of Thomas Menzies by declaration
on 29th June 1923. They had three children, James Durrie Carnie, Joan Isobel (Joan Millar
OBE 1927-1991) and Annie Taylor.
James Durrie Carnie Menzies (1920-1980) [my father] a pharmacist in Banchory, married
Violet Mary Mann on March 4th 1946 (photo). They had two sons Michael and Martin.

Father
James Carnie Durrie
(1920-1980)

Grandfather
James Durrie
(1891-1982)

Michael Menzies (1947-) [my brother] an architect, married Jennifer Gibson in Banchory
on 26th April 1969 (photo) and had two sons Mark Menzies [born in Aberdeen in 1972] and
Craig Menzies [born in Birmingham in 1974].
Mark Menzies (1972-) an IT specialist, married Heidi Jones in Menzies Castle on September
2002, and has a son Benjamin Menzies (2007-).
Craig Menzies (1974-) an IT specialist, married Liana Coelho in Brazil, and has two sons
Ciaran Menzies (2003-) and Daniel Menzies (2007-). They all live in Birmingham UK.
I, Martin Menzies (1949-), a geologist, married Lesley Hunter at King’s College Aberdeen
on September 4th 1974 and have a daughter Marin and a son Ralph Hunter-Menzies born
on July 1st 1988 in Northampton. We live in Ascot UK.
We would like to hear from anyone who can shed light
on the Menzies clan on Deeside in the mid 1700s, how
they link to the Menzies family of Pitfoddels. and to Castle
Menzies.
MartinMenzies
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The Menzies Kilt
This article is the result of personal researches and my own subsequent opinions about wearing a Clan tartan Scottish kilt in 2008. Wearing the modern kilt is susceptible to an individual’s own views about what is correct. Ultra modern versions of the kilt are the result of a
variety of opinions about what the wearer wishes to achieve from wearing it. Wearing a
modern kilt does not lend itself to riding horses, driving cars or sedentary occupations, when
trousers are best suited. The kilt is best fitted to pedestrian activities or standing up.

Historically much has been written about wearing the Scottish tartan kilt. It appears to originate from the great plaid carried by highlanders to keep warm. The plaid was a valuable
possession and probably about two yards wide and nine yards long, woven on local looms
from locally grown wool and naturally coloured. This amount of material had to be gathered
to be worn, leading to kilting and ultimate sophistication of stitched pleats for the Scots
working in the southern mill factories. Highlanders seem to have discarded the plaid so that
they could fight or hunt in their long one piece shirts, similar to those worn in the Middle
East today. Undergarments are another story.
Proscription of the plaid was brought to an end with George IV’s visit to Edinburgh, aided
and abetted by Walter Scott and the tailors of Edinburgh. Modern tartan setts are a development of this period, when modern Clan chiefs appear to have adopted their own particular
patterns. The Menzies Clan adopted the red and green we know today. The Menzies tartan
sett has lent itself to further colour ways, such as red and white, blue and white and black and
white, for particular purposes.
Another part of history attaches the Dewar to the Menzies clan, as ancient guardians of the
Clan relics. Perhaps this extends to guardianship of Menzies Castle today. There were also
Deòradh (gaelic) associated with other clans. Our Dewar family has adopted the Menzies
tartan, but in reality, people can wear whatever tartan they wish. Now Austrians claim Celtic
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kilt roots, alongside their other forms of regional dress (www.rettl.com).
At Menzies Clan gatherings, the appropriate tartan to wear is the Menzies and for day wear
this has become the Red and Green version.
It is important to regard the kilt as an alternative to trousers. Everything above the waistline
is normal, formal jacket or casual shirt. Don’t wear a Menzies tartan tie with a kilt though.
Let the kilt material speak your allegiances. The kilt should fit like trousers. A bulging waistline does nothing to enhance sartorial elegance. A kilt is normally made to fit on the hip bone
(second leather buckle hole of the four normally provided, to allow for diets as well as
overeating). Don’t pull the buckle tight, it should be a loose fit to avoid pulling the material.
The kilt waistband is normally two inches above the natural waist, to allow for fitting the
normal wide kilt belt. Again the two buckles at waist height should ideally be on their second
hole of four without putting the kilt material under strain. When kneeling of the floor, the kilt
hem should just touch the floor, this gives the best balance of bare knee to material. Up to
one inch above the floor would be acceptable.
These days it is very difficult to get lightweight kilt hose. Most manufacturers seem to provide heavyweight, long stockings to go with hiking boots. They are too long and heavy and
don’t leave enough upper leg showing without looking clumsy. Lightweight kilt hose is
normally only available in white or off white, to match a Prince Charlie type kilt outfit now
worn at weddings. Ideally, the top of the stockings should be at the top of the calf muscle,
without creasing at the ankles. Garter tabs help to keep the stockings up and are normally in
the same tartan as the kilt, being supplied with the kilt. Ghillie brogue shoes are not essential
but tying the laces neatly, functionally and attractively is an art, harping back to the highlanders wading through wet heather bogs.
It is up to the wearer to feel happy and comfortable in wearing the kilt and many sources of
information are available for advice on the matter. I would recommend a highland dress
history book ‘The Costume of Scotland’ by John Telfer Dunbar (Batsford; 1989; ISBN 07134-2535-0).
Be proud in looking your best declaring your allegiance to your roots.
Alan M Dewar

Menzies Stone Competition
at the Atholl and Breadalbane Agricultural
Show and Highland Games
On August 9, 2008 the rain clouds parted in time for a pleasant afternoon at the Games along
the banks of the Tay at the Atholl and Breadalbane Agricultural Show and Highland Games
in Aberfeldy. The Games are now being held on the north side of the Tay River in Hector
Campbell’s pasture and adjacent to General Wade’s famous bridge. Various improvements
have been made to the park in Aberfeldy where the Games had been held for many years
requiring that they be moved to this new location.
After the march to Weem by Clan Menzies, all partook in a delicious lunch at the Weem
Hotel. From there, the Clan set out for the Atholl and Breadalbane Agricultural Show and
Highland Games to find the Menzies Tent which was efficiently erected by Robert Menzies,
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Trustee, James Clow, Member of Council, and two Americans, David Walters and Tracy
Roberta (Menzies) Walters, of Jacksonville, Florida.
The highlight of the Games was again the carrying of the Menzies Stone, also known as the
“Manhood Stone of the Clan Menzies”. The Stone weighs 252 lbs or 115 kg. and is a
smooth round stone resembling a cannonball. This competition was first introduced to the
Games in 1994. The object of the competition is to see how far this stone can be carried.
Legend holds that only those Highlanders able to lift and carry the stone were entitled to
become one of the chief’s bodyguards.
A number of strongmen competed for the first prize with Aaron Neighbour of Melbourne,
Australia winning first, lifting and carrying the stone 171 feet 11 inches. A bit short of the
2006 record carry of 206 feet held by John Davidson of Glenisla, but an excellent showing
nonetheless.
For the forth consecutive year the Menzies Stone Competition was sponsored by the Menzies
Clan Society of North America, Inc. through the generous support of Gordon Menzies Brown,
Esq., Member of Council and Recording Secretary of the Menzies Clan Society of North
America, Inc. Prior to 2005, the Stone Competition was sponsored by the Black Watch Inn
of Aberfeldy. The Clow Family have indicated that they will sponsor the carrying of the
Stone for the 2009 Atholl and Breadalbane Agricultural Show and Highland Games.
The photo below depicts Gordon Menzies Brown, Esq. presenting the prizes to Aaron
Neighbour and some of the other strongmen, Stuart Anderson and John Davidson, of the
competition.

The editor on behalf of the Clan Menzies society wishes to extend her heartfelt thanks to
Gordon Brown for his kind sponsorship over the last 4 years at considerable personal expense of the Menzies Stone Competition.

News in Brief Mrs Audrey Menzies Paton wishes to inform members that the
gathering dates for the 2010 gathering are 12th to 15th of August, slightly later than usual.
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The Remarkable Story of The St. Fillan Crozier
From the sixth centuryA.D. missionaries from the Ancient Church of Ireland ventured to the
country later to be called Scotland to convert the Gaels and Picts. They established religious
conclaves in the monastic pattern of the Church in Ireland which included the appointment
of hereditary custodians of the sacred relics of the Founders such as the crozier (pastoral
staff) bell etc. They were given an area of land within the enclave and their many duties
included representing the Abbot when away from the monastic lands, taking oaths upon the
relic, identifying malefactors and even the requirements to carry the relic as a vexillum
(ensign) in times of warfare. The title given to these custodians was Deor as in Deor Coygerach
(Quigrich), the title later being spelt as Dewar.
The Coygerach (Quigrich), translated as ‘stranger’ or ‘pilgrim’ was the pastoral staff of St.
Fillan who established a monastic settlement in Glendochart in the early eighth century.
This is the story of the Quigrich and it’s succession of hereditary custodians.
Original head

The external case

The earliest known record of the Quigrich is a letter dated 1350 of confirmation in Glendochart
of the lands of Ewich to “Donald Mcsobrell, dewar Coygerach” from Alexander Menzies
who then held the lordship of the region. By this time the old monastic establishments of the
Celtic Church, including that of St. Fillan, had disappeared under the increasing dominance
of the Roman Church.
The Dewar Coygerach, however, evidently still held his land and the relic. Then, in 1428,
the rights of the custodian of the Quigrich named a Finlay Jore (Dewar) were authenticated
at an inquest by the bailie of Glendochart including “the privilages attached to the office that
had been use and wont from the time of Robert the Bruce”.
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The ancient duties and privileges of the Dewar Quigrich were repeated in 1487 by letters
under the Privy Seal of King James 111 in favour of
“our Servitour Malice Doire whose forebears had ane relick of Saint
Fillane callit the Quigrich …….. we charge yow herefore straitly that
ye readily ansuere intentdand obeyto the said Malice Doire in the pecible
broiking and joising of the said relick. And that ye or nane of yow tak
upon hand to compel nor distrenyie him to mak obedience nor ansuere
to yow nor till ony uther…….. And that ye make him nane impediment
nor distroublance in the passing with the said relick throw the contre as
he and his forebearis was wont to do
Sic Subscribitur James R
Litera pro Maliseo Doire in Strathfillane
Nevertheless, in 1549, the prior of Strathfillan tried to gain possession of the Quigrich by a
Court order with dire threats of the curses of the Church to Malice Doire. The Lords of
Council, however decided in favour of the Dewar and so the familial succession to the
custodianship continued But in 1552 another threat arose when Queen Mary of Scots ordered
that lands such as the hereditary properties held by relic custodians be subject to regular
feudal tenure paid to the crown. It seems that this imposed an untenable burden on the Dewar
which necessitated selling his croft land. But the Quigrich remain with the family.
The next record is of a probative writ of the missive of James 111 in 1734, followed in 1782
by an account of the visit of a William Thompson to the cottage of Malise Dewar, a daylabourer in Killin. By this time the custodian of the relic had fallen on reduced circumstances,
and his son lay in the last gasp of consumption in an adjacent room. Thompson was concerned
for the future of the relic and informed the Society of Antiquaries of his fears that the indigent
state of the Dewar would cause the relic to become “a sacrifice to the neediness of his heirs
and a ready passage to the melting pot!
However, his fears did not materialise for
Malise passed the Quigrich on to his younger
brother Alexander and thence to his son
Archibald who emigrated with the relic to
Canada in 1815 followed by his son Alexander
in 1819, who settled in Beckwith, near Carleton
Place, later removing to Plymton in Lambton
County, W. Ontario.

Left: Alexander
Dewar, the last
hereditary
keeper of
St.Fillan’s
Pastoral Staff

The Society of Antiquaries of Edinburgh it
appears made many unavailing approaches to
Alexander to hand over the Quigrich to their
keeping. He finally gave way to the entreaties of a Dr Daniel Wilson, a former Secretary to
the Society in 1876.
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The deed the Quuigrich to the Society reads:“Whereas I, Alexander Dewar of Plympton in Canada, am possessed
of that ancient Scottish relic called the Quigrich or crozier of St Fillan,
and whereas the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland have applied to me
through Dr Daniel Wilson of Toronto for surrender to them of the said
Quigrich for the consideration of seven hundred dollars to be paid in
manner following, to wit five hundred dollars and the remaining two
hundred dollars to be credited to me as my donation towards the acquisition of the said relic: I have granted and assigned the said relic to the
Society and their successors on trust to deposit the same in the National Museum of Antiquities at Edinburgh. There to remain in all time
to come, for the use, benefit, and enjoyment, of the Scottish Nation”
So ended the remarkable story of the family which had, for a thousand years, kept their trust,
often in times of hardship, of an object of intrinsic as well as historical value and honoured
the title which been bestowed upon their ancestor so long before.
Extract from the booklet “of the Name Dewar“ byA.D. Dewar MBE FSAScot. Published by
The Menzies Charitable Trust
To read more about what happened to other ancient relics and the Dewars this booklet is
available to Menzies Clan Society Members from the Administrator, Castle Menzies Weem,
ByAberfeldy Perthshire for £3.00 plus postage and packing - overseas £1.25: UK and Europe
85p in aid of The Menzies Charitable Trust.

MENZIES of AUCHINSELL by Gordon Menzies
This family became established in the Barony of Enoch being the principal feuars to the
Menzies of Weem in the lands of Auchinsell, Drumcrule, Muirhill and Blackmyre.
CUTHBERT MENZIES of AUCHINSELL bc 1420 - Their ancestor Cuthbert or Cudbert
Menzies was the son of Sir David Menzies of that Ilk 1377-1449 according to Crauford
Ramage but as the grandson of Sir David and son of John according to R.C.Reid. Cuthbert of
Auchinsell is mentioned in 1472 in a charter of Drumcruill and may well have been the son
of Sir David’s second wife Helen.
JOHN of DRUMCRUIL bc 1460 - John may have been the son of Cuthbert and was a
witness when Cuthbert had to produce his charters in 1511 to prove his rights. The lands of
Drumcruil were later associated with Auchinsell. John had sons, Robert and John and a
daughter Janet.
John of Drumcruil
Robert

John

Janet m Broun

Peter
ROBERT of AUCHINSELL - Robert was described in 1562 as the grandson of Cuthbert and
heir. He also held lands of Dalrawer in Atholl. Robert had a brother John mentioned in 1559
in the reversion of the lands of Rorow also in Atholl, and a sister Janet who married a Broun
whose son was Peter Broun in Durisdeer. In 1564 Robert served as an assize and in 1556 he
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entered into a contract with his Chief to regularise his feudal position after having lost his
charters. The following is from the Register ofActs and Decrees of 16 January 1566:- “Anent
letters at the instance of James Menzies of that Ilk, Kt., his guidsir against Robert Menzies of
Auchinsell, mentioning that where the said umqle Robert infeft Cuthbert Menzies in the
lands of Duntrule (sic), Auchinsell and Dalrawer, lying in the barony of Menzies in the shires
of Dumfries and Perth, respectively, to be held of the said umqle Robert and his heirs; and
now the said James is lawfully seased in the, said lands, it is unknown what service the
said Cuthbert should render, therefore he defers and has omitted to do any service to the said
James, and therefore that the said James have an authentic copy of the said infeftment which
along with a charter, the Lords discern to be produced, which is done and both parties asked
instruments. The Charter is narrated and is to effect following, viz:- Robert Menzies of that
Ilk, Kt., Lord of the Barony of Menzies in favour of Cuthbert Menzies ofAuchinsell, and his
heirs male, of the Barony of Enoch, which one part is outwith the Barony of Menzies, and by
annexation thereof in the Shire of Dumfries, also the lands of Dalrawer with pertinents lying
in “my Barony” of Menzies, formerly of Weme in the Shire of Perth, conform to an old
Charter, in which the said Cuthbert freely resigned in the hands of the Lord Superior thereof.
Holding of the granter and rendering therefor on silver penny Scots.” In 1573 Robert witnessed
the testament of John Maitland of Auchingassil and in 1579/80 he witnessed a grant of some
of the church lands of Durisdeer to Janet Menzies, mother of Peter Broun in Durisdeer.
Robert had died by 1584.
Robert d 1584

John
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JOHN MENZIES OF AUCHINSELL bc1550 dc 1588 - John married Helen, daughter of
Patrick Douglas, Baillie of Morton on 27 July 1584 but must have been feuar of Auchinsell
for only four years for he died about 1588. In that year Hew Douglas of Morton was appointed
by the Crown as intromittor dative to his nephew James Menzies of Auchinsell. Hew Douglas
was probably a brother of Helen so James was the son of John.
John

m Helen Douglas

James
JAMES MENZIES of AUCHINSELL bc post 1584 dc 1653 - James was born after 1584
and in 1606 was one of the Menzies who supported Sir James Douglas of Drumlanrig against
Adam Menzies of Enoch in the dispute over burial rights for Adam’s son in the kirk of
Durisdeer. He appears on a list of Border lairds who in 1617 renewed a bond of good conduct.
He was noted in 1636 in a sasine as the occupant of his lands of Auchinsell, Muirhill and
Blackmyre with his tenants in the Barony of Enoch now of Menzies. This was witnessed by
his eldest son and apparent heir Robert, indicating there were other sons. In 1638 a John
Menzies of Auchinsell signed the Covenant at a time when most landowners supported the
established church of Rome; perhaps he was Robert’s brother. James had died by 1653
James bc 1585 dc 1653
Robert

John?

Son

ROBERT MENZIES of AUCHINSELL - While his father was still alive and apparently
resident in Auchinsell, Robert gave a charter in 1636 to his kinsman James Douglas of
Morton for the land properties of Auchinsell, Muirhill and Blackmyre for a sum of money
unstated. He married Elizabeth (also referred to as Helen) Douglas, sister of William Douglas
Earl of Queensberry about 1639. She had previously been married to John Menzies of
Castlehill who had died in October 1639. They had a son James born circa 1642. The family
lands were never redeemed from James Douglas of Morton. A sasine registered in 1653 after
James the father of Robert had died reads:- “William Douglas of Mortoun son and heir of the
deceased James Douglas of Mortoun, on a Precept of Clare Constat by James Menzies of
Enoch to infeft him as heir to his said father in the lands of Auchinsell and the lands of
Murehill and Blackmyre...wyth pertinents in the Barony of Enoch thereafter of Menzies and
the Sheriffdom of Dumfries, held blench, but under reversion to Robert Menzies, eldest
lawful son and apparent heir of the deceased James Menzies ofAuchinsell, for 20,000 merks”
The precept is dated 18 May 1653 at Enoch Place.
Robert

m Elizabeth Douglas 1639

James bc 1642

son

son

JAMES MENZIES of AUCHINSELL - The debt was still owing and the lands in Douglas
hands in 1661 when a family arrangement was arrived at giving a life rent annuity to William
Douglas’ wife. Douglas borrowed money on the security of the lands and the debt was assigned
to Archibald Douglas of Fingland. So the family lands of Auchinsell were never redeemed
and Archibald Douglas obtained a decreet of apprising, took possession, and obtained sasine
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from the Superior, James Menzies of Enoch as follows:- “October 9 1671. Sasine on charter
of Apprising by James Menzies of Enoch to Archibald Douglas of Fingland, of the lands of
Auchinsell and Murehill lying in the parish of Durisdeer and Shire of Dumfries; which
Archibald as assignee lawfully constituted to William Veitch Merchant burgess of Edinburgh,
at whose instance the said lands were apprised from William Douglas of Mortoun, for a debt
mentioned in the Decreet of Apprising.” Date of Charter not given. Witnesses Alexander
Menzies lawful son to John Menzies of Hangingshaw, John Wood in Muriehill, John Mortoun
indweller at Durisdeer mylne and John Broun servitor to the said James Menzies.There is no
mention of Blackmyre. James who was born in 1642 was in Crarieknowe in 1683 and is
listed in the Drumlanrig Rent Rolls as a broken tenant owing seventy three pounds at
Crairiyknolne in 1695. In the Dumfries testaments is mentioned James Menzies (Laues?) of
Auchinsell and his son Edward in a testament of Edward Maxwell of Isle, Caerlaverock,who
died 1737. James bc 1642 d post 1695
In 1673 the lands of Auchinsell passed to the first Duke of Queensberry and remain in that
estate to this day. Auchinsell Place was on the road from Thornhill to Sanquhar near
Enterkinfoot, and of which there is now no sign.
The editor would like to thank most sincerely Gordon Menzies of New Zealand for contributing with
his well researched articles on different branches of the Menzieses for printing in our Clan Magazine.

FORUM REPORT
The idea of holding an “open forum” following the Church service on Sunday, as part of the
Gathering Weekend calendar, came about through members of the Society wishing to put
their suggestions, (and criticisms) regarding the content of the Gathering, and to allow for
further discussion on any topics where members wished to voice their concerns for which
hitherto there appeared to be no formal mechanism. This was the second “open Forum” and
although not quite so well attended as the Jubilee forum, there was a good turn out nevertheless
of around 30 members. It was agreed that a members’ register of attendance will be brought
into use for the next forum. In the chair was Mr Rory Menzies from Aberdeenshire.
Q1. A request for the provision of a list of the names of the Menzieses and their family
members who were buried in the Menzies Mausoleum?
A. (For sale in the Castle shop at a small price is the very informative booklet by A.D.Dewar
MBE, castle historian on this very subject with a detailed diagram of the graves in the
Mausoleum). The President promised to provide an information sheet of Memorial
inscriptions of the Weem Mausoleum and Kirk yard for the Castle library.
Q2. Where was there Information on grave stones in the churchyards of the old Kirk at
Weem, Dull and Fortingall to help members to research their local roots?
A. The New Register House Library, Edinburgh has a good collection of graveyard inscriptions and an even greater number is held by the Scottish Genealogy Society, 15,
Victoria Terrace, Edinburgh EH1 2JL. In the Castle library there is a book written by a
couple (whose names I forget) who dedicated their whole lives to listing graveyard
inscriptions throughout Perthshire. It is difficult to know how many copies exist of this
rare book and whether it is generally available.
Q3. How many paid up members belonged to the Clan Society and could a list be made
available.
A. At one time a list of all members’ names and addresses was dispatched with the Clan
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magazine from time to time. With Data Protection legislation in place, it would take
considerable time to get all members agreement for the inclusion of their personal information in a booklet and this list would have to be updated year on year. The Membership secretary holds a list of all members, and contact with another member can always
be made through him/her if necessary. The new membership secretary would verify the
exact number of members.
Q4. What is the organisation of the North America branch of the Society?
A. It is a “not for profit” organisation formed to collect dues and distribute the magazine.
At present the organisation does not pay membership to the society having its own
branch activities to support. The North American branch has donated money from time
to time for the purchase of rare artefacts for display in the Castle.
Q5. What are the plans for the improvement and ongoing maintenance of the garden 5-50
years hence? Is such a plan in place?
A. This is a good question and may be better answered by Trust member who will be able to
give a fuller answer. It is understood however, that Phase 1 is well underway with funds
currently being available. The garden restoration is being done in conjunction with the
forestry commission, The Royal Botanic Garden Society, James McCarthy and others
volunteers.It was requested that the Council write to the Trust on behalf of the Society
asking the Trust to look into the implementation of such a plan.
Q6. What was being done to protect the area surrounding the Castle and its outlook from
unsympathetic development. Members had noticed a housing development sign at the
East Gate entrance to the Castle next to the Weem Hotel.
A. Any member of the public is entitled to seek protection for a site by making an application direct to Perth and Kinross Council. A conservation expert recently communicated
with one or two society members with advice as to which approach might prove successful. It seemed there were many sites associated with the castle which might gain
special protection, the Castle views, Garden, Curling pond, Weem Rock, Kirk and Mausoleum. Two Council members, Mr Rory Menzies and Mrs Elizabeth Adeney volunteered to draft a letter for Council approval before submission to the Perth and Kinross
Planning Department.
Q7. What progress had the Council made on a new constitution for the Society?
A. The Chairman of the Constitution committee, Gordon Menzies Brown, a Lawyer said
that he and his committee were working on version 7. Version 6 had attracted a lot of
new input and it was hoped that a draft might be available to include with the next
magazine. One area receiving a lot of comment was the Election and Term of Office of
the Office Bearers. This was complicated as Society Council Members moved on to
serve on the Trust and this prompted further questions as to why the Trust and Society
Terms of Office could not be brought into line?
The forum audience were wholeheartedly behind the proposal to reform Election of
Trust Office Bearers and their Term of Office. Such reform and realignment would
better serve Castle, Trust and Society. It was agreed that Rory Menzies and Elizabeth
Adeney would draft a letter to the Trustees, to be put before the Council.
It was noted that no Trust members were in attendance at the Forum although it was on
the Gathering Programme. Therefore it was agreed that a special invitation to attend the
next forum was sent to Trust Members.
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Q8. The Web-master was asked about updates to the website and in particular the facility to
use Pay Pal for the payment of membership dues, gathering bookings, gift aid and many
other possibilities.
A. The Council were currently waiting for these issues to be resolved by the Treasurer, Mr.
Luke Menzies. The Council could consider adding further content in the future to the
website that might be of interest to members
Q9. A member wanted to know if there would be an interest in clan members demonstrating
Scottish Country Dancing at future Gatherings.
A There was an enthusiastic response from members, and volunteers offered teaching
sessions. It was felt that the re-enactment of these dances at the gathering which were
written and performed in the Castle in 1749 was wholly consistent with the Society’s
aims. One member proposed writing an article about the history of these dances associated directly with Castle Menzies for the Clan magazine.
Q10. A suggestion was raised that we should revive the old custom of inviting local people
and neighbours to our Ceilidh and extend the invitation to the “Talk” on the Thursday
evening.
A This was felt to be a good idea except for the problem of selling tickets to locals and
overcrowding on the dance floor. The talk was a different matter as the number of
members usually attending were less and the requirement for seated accommodation
made it easier to cater for larger numbers. The number of locals attending depended on
the quality and celebrity of the speaker, the subject matter, and local advertising of the
event.
Q11. The inevitable question arose relating to the catering for the Friday night clan dinner as
to why the change to silver service from the previous buffet arrangement.
A. Only one quote was received apparently and as to when the decision was made to have
silver service instead of the usual buffet, nobody quite knew. In whatever manner it
came about, it was felt that as the Weem had catered for previous events at the castle and
knew the kitchen limitations and distance to the Dewar room and that they would be
able to cope with providing the menu they offered.
Following this unhappy situation, it was felt that a record book should be started which
recorded the success or otherwise of all the events associated with the gathering for the
benefit of future organizers. The book would comment on what worked well and what
didn’t – a record of the Do’s and Don’ts!
Q.12. Could minutes of all Council meetings be published on the website?
A. This would be referred to the Council for consideration.
Q.13 A Member asked for a suggestion book to be placed near the entrance to the Castle?
A. This would be quite separate from the visitors book already in place and its use by
visitors and members alike would be encouraged by advertising its existence throughout the castle.
The meeting closed and refreshments were available for those attending. For the next
Forum meeting it was decided that refreshments would be enjoyed prior to the commencement of the meeting to allow for people to gather together..
Note: The editor has taken the liberty of adding further information from her knowledge to
the answers of questions 1 and 2 in order to assist members in their research and future
visits to the Castle.
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T he Menzies Clan Society
(Siol na Meinnrich)

PROPOSAL FORM - ELECTION OF COUNCIL
AGM 8th August 2009
Name & ID number of
member to be proposed

Position Vacant

Name & ID number
of proposer

Name & address
of seconder

Magazine editor
Non office bearer
Non office bearer
Non office bearer
Only full members (excluding juniors) may stand for the Council, propose or second a nominee.
Please complete the proposal form and return it by post to The Secretary, The Clan Menzies
Society c/o The Administrator, Castle Menzies, Weem, ABERFELDY Perthshire PH15 2JD Scotland
or by email to the Society’s secretary: secretary @ menzies.org. to arrive no later than 30th April
2009. Late nominations may be considered void. Members seeking nomination should give a
short profile of themselves and their reasons for standing, and describe the area of expertise they
feel they could offer to the Council, and which might be of particular benefit to the Society. Space
for this is provided on the reverse side of this form under the headings profile and skills.
If you are new to the Society and would like to become involved but are unable to find someone to
propose or second you, do please make contact with the secretary or an existing council member who
may be able to assist you. All offers of help are much appreciated. We have 4 vacancies and are in need
of volunteers to carry out the Council’s work. Therefore if more than one person is seeking to stand for
a vacancy, or a person wishes to put themselves forward for more than one position, please feel free to
photocopy this form as many times as maybe necessary.
1. The council is responsible for managing the business of the Society. This work includes looking
after the needs of the members, and organising the annual Clan Gathering in August, and putting
together events for that weekend, such as a golf tournament, the Clan Dinner, Lunch and Ceilidh.
2. The President of the Society is also the Chairman of the Menzies Charitable Trust and as such
oversees the Trustees stewardship of the Castle and its’ associated assets. The length of the term of
office is 6 years. He/she chairs the AGM and Council meetings, and is responsible for informing the
Council, and the members of the Society of all significant matters arising, in relation to the Menzies
Charitable Trust.
3. The Treasurer of the Society is also the Treasurer of the Menzies Charitable Trust. It is the Treasurer’s
duty to keep accurate, up to date financial statements, and to be responsible for the safe keeping of
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records, and for the discharging of all bills. He/she signs off the annual accounts of both The Menzies
Charitable Trust and the Menzies Clan Society. Importantly, the Treasurer controls the finances
connected with the ongoing improvements to the Castle, and has a duty to inform on a regular basis the
Trustees and members of the Society as to the progress, financial and otherwise of this work.
4. The Secretary of the Council is responsible for the day-to-day running of the Society, which
includes organising meetings (circulating information and giving proper notice to all council members),
setting out agendas, and taking down minutes. His/her other duties include working with the Editors
of the magazine and website, and dealing with members’ enquiries.
5. The Membership Secretary keeps an up-to-date database of the members, is responsible for the
recruitment of new members and ensures the payment of subscriptions
6. The Council provides an Editor and proof reader to produce and distribute the much enjoyed
Clan magazine each year. The Editor collates the material and organises the printing and distribution
of the magazine.
7. The Council provides a Web Master who updates and maintains the Society’s web site quarterly
with notice of events and matters of interest.
8. The Council provides an Advertising Promoter who seeks advertisers for the clan magazine to
help cover the editorial and printing costs.
9. There are around 4 meetings held during a year, excluding the AGM, which usually take place
at Castle Menzies, Meetings are normally held on the first Sunday in May, the second weekend in
August (AGM), and the second Sunday in October. The fourth meeting of the year is held elsewhere,
usually in January. To avoid disqualification, a Council member should aim to attend 2 out of 4
meetings (not including the AGM). The term of office of a Council Member is 3 years but he/she may
stand for re-election for a further 3 years after which he/she must step down for at least one year.
Members of the Council wishing to retire may do so at any time.
10. Additional information can be found in the Society’s Constitution.
11. The council is not responsible for the management of Castle Menzies and its contents, the
Castle Gardens, or the Menzies Mausoleum: these were transferred by the Menzies Clan Society to
The Menzies Charitable Trust in 1994. However, the Society lends its support where it can, by
fundraising and seeking donations for the restoration and the improvement works at Castle Menzies.

Skills

Profile
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Aberfeldy Gallery
3 & 9 Kenmore Street, Aberfeldy, PH15 2BL
Tel: 01887 829129
Gallery artists include: Rosanne Barr, Mary Batchelor, John Bathgate, George
Birrell, Allan Black, Peter Bourne RSW, Judith Bridgland, Davy Brown, Dorothy
Bruce, Frank Colclough, Sonia Cooper, Dronma, Jane Duckfield, Marjorie Fearn,
Ken Ferguson, Dugald Findlay, Willie Fulton, George Grant, Kate Henderson,
Rowena Laing, Jennifer MacKenzie, Sonas Maclean, Adam Martin, Lynn McGregor
RSW, John Nelson, Martin Oates, Douglas Phillips, Deborah Phillips, Margaret
Rhind RSW, Lizzie Rose, James Somerville, Helen M Turner PAI, PPAI, John
Wetten Brown, Jim Wylie, Georgie Young, Liz Yule.
The Gallery also features a range of sculpture, pottery, wooden pieces and
jewellery together with a range of 19th and early 20th century art
A large selection of items shown in the Gallery are displayed on our website
at www.aberfeldygallery.co.uk

Ailean Chraggan Hotel & Restaurant
Weem, Aberfeldy, PH15 2LD
Small, friendly, pleasantly situated, looking South over the Tay Valley
Five Bedrooms all en suite with T.V. and tea making facilities
Bar & Restaurant are open to non residents, popular with “Locals”
Recommended by “The Good Pub Guide”, we serve Quality Food and offer a
Superior Wine List and an extensive range of Malt Whiskies & Real Ales
Tel: 01887 820346

www.aileanchraggan.com
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The following articles were submitted by Elspeth Finlay. With reference to the first article,
she felt it would be of particular interest to members as there is to be an illustrated talk on the
history of the Black Watch Regiment at Castle Menzies on Thursday 6th of August at 5pm
(Clan Gathering weekend).
The ‘James Menzies’, referred to in the article below, and joint leader of the revolt was
r e p u t e d l y t h e brother of A r c h i ba l d M e n z i e s ( M on k e y P u z z l e t r e e m a n ) .
About the Author - John L Wilson
The Perthshire Diary was a 12-year labour of love for John L Wilson. A resident of the
Perthshire since 1949, John was initially a teacher at Blairgowrie High School then became
a local businessman with his own market garden and retail shop. Always active in the local
community and its politics, he became an SNP councillor in 1977. This marked the start of a
hectic period in public life that saw him take on a number of key offices and contribute
substantially to the community.
A man of seemingly inexhaustible energy, his council work required him to travel over almost
every inch of Perthshire. This only increased his interest in the history of the area. In the mid
80’s he came up with the idea of documenting some of the stories in a ‘diary’, each day
describing an event that happened related to that day in some year of Perthshire’s history.
Over the next 12 years, he wrote, collected, compiled and summarized historical tales from
all over Perthshire.
John died in 1998, before the diary could be published. It is hoped that one day the Diary
stories will be published in book form. Until then, please enjoy the chronicles of his beloved
Perthshire from this web site.
A plaque in John’s memory has been erected on the triangulation point at the summit of Ben
Vrachie, the 2700ft mountain near Pitlochry. The improvement and maintenance of the 6
mile hill walking track was one of his favorite projects.

Extract from the diary of the late John L. Wilson. Blairgowrie
School teacher, local businessman and SNP Councillor
Protesting the Militia Act
September 3rd 1797
When the posters were put up explaining the provisions of the Militia Act at Dull, the
immediate and decisive reaction by the large and boisterous crowd was for the posters to be
torn down and the Duke of Atholl’s men driven away.
The same thing happened at Fortingall and Kenmore and all over Atholl and Breadalbane
groups of men gathered. There was a feeling of anger and excitement but it was not until the
next day that the crowd began to exhibit a common purpose. Two thousand of them marched
towards Castle Menzies where Sir John Menzies, a deputy lieutenant of the county, lived.
The men had now found leaders, Angus Cameron from Weem and James Menzies. When
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they reached the Castle they sent in the factor with a message that if Sir John wished to
preserve his Castle he would be advised to come outside and sign a declaration promising
not to execute the provisions of the Act. Wisely he obeyed the summons and wrote at Angus
Cameron’s dictation. “We hereby solemnly declare that we shall use no forcible means to
apprehend, confine or imprison any person assistant whatever who has appeared at Castle
Menzies or elsewhere, or in any part of Perth on prior days; further that we shall petition
government for an abolition nullifying of the foresaid Act from the records of British
parliament; that the members of parliament of this county shall present this petition, or any
annexed thereto to the two Houses of Parliament, to the Privy Council during the prorogation
of parliament. This we shall do of our own free will and accord, as we shall answer to
God.”
Afterwards the declaration was signed by the Stewarts of Garth and the ministers of Weem
and Dull. The people left Castle Menzies led by Cameron and close by it was said that he did
“most seditiously and wickedly administer an oath to the people thus riotously assembled,
to stand by one another in their illegal endeavours to resist the authority of the established
law of the country.”
More and more people were joining the crowd as they made their way across the Tay to
Alexander Menzies of Bolfrocks. He also signed the declaration. The crowd now divided,
with Cameron taking the north bank and James Menzies (“The east Indian” ) the south. As
they made their way eastwards the lairds and gentry were all forced to sign the declaration.
By the time the two factions had met up again near Ballechin it was dark and the crowd had
swelled to perhaps ten thousand people.
Hope Stewart of Ballechin refused but after he was seriously manhandled he wisely changed
his mind. Later he was to ride to Perth where he wrote to the Duke of Atholl “I am not at
liberty to take any concern in carrying the Militia Act into execution.” It was not an attitude
reflected by many of the gentlemen who had signed the declaration.
The next day there was another march upon Blair Castle. The Duke had already signed the
declaration, but fearing for his safety, had raised some 400 tenants and gentry to defend the
Castle. Although the crowd outnumbered the defenders by twenty to one there was no attempt
to storm the Castle. Already there was evidence that the people were in two minds as to what
to do next. Many wished to return home believing that they had achieved their objects.
Others, with Cameron, had more revolutionary aims in view, but as was to appear all to soon,
they were not too sure what these aims actually were and in any case they lacked the expertise
and discipline necessary to carry them out.
When Cameron told them that they should assemble in small parties so that they would not
be dealt with as a mob under the Riot Act, the suggestion inspired fear and dismay. They had
but sticks and clubs with which to defend themselves and it was only the security they felt in
their great numbers that gave them the courage to meet the expected threat of being attacked
by English dragoons sent north from Perth. There was talk of raiding the armoury at Taymouth
Castle (Lord Breadalbane was in London as usual) but nothing came of it. Though the
peoplestill gathered in large numbers and still paraded with their burning torches at night, no
one quite knew what they were expected to do next. There was talk of the men from Rannoch
and Glenlyon joining the demonstrations and even those from further afield, but for the
moment all seemed content to wait. When the stalemate was finally broken it was the army
that provided the means.
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Very early on the morning of Thursday September 14th Captain Colberg of the Windsor
Foresters with eighteen men arrived in Weem, broke down Cameron’s door and arrested
James Menzies and himself without any resistance.
They were bundled into a coach and the party made their way towards Grantully. In his
report Colberg states “We observed hundreds of people with forks, fowling pieces, pikes and
scythes fixed on poles, pouring from the mountains and water side and the road covered
with men women and children.” The crowds followed the coach but made no attempt to
rescue the prisoners.
Their lack of revolutionary expertise and secondary leadership was all too clearly
demonstrated. There was indeed an attempt to prevent the coach crossing the bridge at
Grantully but it was unsuccessful and before evening the prisoners were lodged at Perth. The
lack of leadership now became even more apparent. There were threats to burn Castle Menzies
and other grandiose projects but nothing happened and the revolt was to all intent and purposes
over. Later, a detachment of Sutherland Fencibles came to the district and more alleged
ringleaders were arrested.
It was commonly believed by those in authority that the revolt had been brought about by
outside causes and to some extent this might be true, but no one thought to look to reasons
closer to home. The Highlander’s hatred of compulsory military service, of schoolmasters
who forbade the speaking of Gaelic, of ministers appointed by the heritors rather than by the
congregation and of lairds who thought more of increasing their rents and less and less of the
well-being of their tenants. The people sullenly accepted the Militia Act but their grievances
and sense of betrayal remained.
It was January 15th 1798 before Cameron and Menzies were brought before the court in
Edinburgh. Both pleaded Not Guilty to the charges of sedition, mobbing and rioting. The
next day, Cameron applied for bail and incredibly this was granted. He did not appear the
next day and was in fact never seen again. Menzies also received bail and also disappeared.
The minor players in the drama, the eight men arrested by the Sutherland Fencibles, were a
little less lucky. They were all sentenced to a year’s imprisonment. Later they were offered a
remission of their sentences upon their willingness to join the army or navy.

Red Squirrels at Weem Woods
Whilst the Clan Menzies welcomes guests from across the pond the same cannot be said of
the red squirrel (sciurus vulgaris.)
Living in the woods above Castle Menzies the red squirrel is a rare delight of the Scottish
countryside. . It is thought to have arrived in Britain at the end of the last Ice Age, approximately
12,000 – 7,000 years ago, and has been present ever since. Attractive and much loved these
timid creatures forage for nuts and provisions in the relative safety of one of their last native
habitats, the Scottish Highlands.
As the last major stronghold in the UK for the native red squirrel the forests of the Highlands
offer protection where they are least likely to meet their American cousins, the grey squirrel
(sciurus carolinensis),.The grey squirrel is native to Eastern and mid-west America and
southern Canada where they live in the oak and hickory forests. They were first recorded in
Britain in 1820 and formally introduced in 1876 when a pair was released in Cheshire,
England. A second pair was released at Loch Long on the west coast of Scotland in 1892.
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Within 25 years grey squirrels had spread throughout England
and the eastern side of Loch Lomond and Stirlingshire. There
are now more than 2 million grey squirrels across the country
and they have virtually wiped out the native red.
The grey squirrel carries the squirrel pox virus causing
symptoms similar to mixamytosis, but unlike the red, it shows
no symptoms of the disease. For many years Scotland was
free of the virus, which has devastated populations of red
squirrels, almost to extinction in England and Wales. In 2005
the first case of an infected grey squirrel in Scotland was
recorded in the Borders and this year there have been two
outbreaks north of the border.
Scottish Natural Heritage funds two grey squirrel control
officers. Armed with air rifles, they are working near the sight of the latest out break, and
have found 90% of the dead squirrels testing positive to the virus. More grey squirrels have
tested positive in the Nithsdale area of Dumfries and Galloway, suggesting the squirrel pox
is traveling north and could wipe out Scotland’s red squirrels.
For the first time since the grey squirrels were introduced it looks like their dominance on
British soil may be challenged. With its more aggressive personality the black squirrel is
increasing its numbers in England. First sighted in 1912 there are now an estimated 25,000
centered around the east of England. A genetic mutation of the grey, it is missing part of the
usual DNA sequence, resulting in its jet black appearance. The black squirrel has a much
more varied diet than both the grey and red. Its superior physical attributes means it is
starting to overtake the grey. In parts of Cambridgeshire black squirrels make up 75% of the
population.
What this will mean for our reds at Weem? The black and grey squirrels can inter bred unlike
the reds. The black squirrel represents an even greater risk to the red squirrel as it can eat
anything from insects and worms including nuts which are the main diet of the red squirrel.
The future looks grim for our native reds even if the grey gets its “just desserts”.
A new terror in the tree tops and an unlikely ally of the red squirrel has begun to reappear
after years of persecution. The pine marten has developed a taste for grey squirrels and
maybe the black will soon join the menu. Hunted almost to
extinction in Scotland by the beginning of the last century, it is
making a comeback in Perthshire under the mantel of the 1980
Wildlife and Protection Act forbidding the hunting of this
carnivorous weasel like mammal. In Scotland there are now more
than 3500 breeding adults. Aberfeldy is one of the major areas
of population growth. Research has shown that when the two
species have moved into the same habitat, the grey squirrel
numbers have fallen substantially. One explanation could be the
fact that both grey squirrels and pine martens run around the forest
floor looking for beech nuts and acorns unlike their nimble footed
red cousins that tends to stay in the safety of the tree tops foraging
for pine cones.
Could this visitor tip the balance for the reds to make a comeback?
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Coshieville House B&B – A gem in Clan Menzies country
Coshieville House is a 300-year-old former inn, which boasts tons of character and
history. Nestling in the shadow of Schiehallion yet easily accessible (Kenmore 3 miles)
we offer a comfortable stay in stunning surroundings. All rooms offer a high standard of
accommodation with en suite facilities and home baking. Our breakfast menu is extensive including fresh local produce, and in the evenings you can relax in front of a real
fire in our large guest lounge. Our B&B is popular with clan members for weddings,
family get together, or other social or clan events. Castle Menzies is only 3 miles away. Coshieville House has
STB 3 stars and is a family run B&B. Open year round. Credit cards accepted.

Proprietors – Ian & Kathy James
Visit our website: www.aberfeldybandb.com Tel 01887 830319

dows
Steven Dow
Propietor

delicatessen
outside catering
culinary giftware
homemade ready meals
preserves & baking

freshly prepared quality cuisine - catering to your individual needs
13 Dunkeld Street - Aberfeldy - PH15 2DA
Tel - 01887 829616

Fortingall Hotel
and Restaurant
The award-winning Fortingall Hotel extends a warm welcome to all members of
Clan Menzies. This charming four star country hotel is set in spectacular Menzies
countryside at the heart of the historic village of Fortingall.
The hotel offers a comfortable retreat, with ten luxury en suite bedrooms, elegant
dining room plus cosy lounge and bar tastefully decorated in muted colours and
tweeds.
We offer lunch and dinner in our two restaurants with a superb menu of imaginative
and tasty dishes using the best of locally-sourced and
Scottish produce. Teas, coffees and snacks are available
throughout the day.

Telephone: 01887 830740
www.fortingallhotel.com
e: hotel@fortingallhotel.com
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